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Abstract
Network analysis is an important task in a wide
variety of application domains including analysis
of social, financial, or transportation networks, to
name a few. The appropriate visualization of graphs
may reveal useful insight into relationships between
network entities and subnetworks. However, often
further algorithmic analysis of network structures
is needed. In this paper, we propose a system for
effective visual analysis of graphs which supports
multiple analytic tasks. Our system enhances any
graph layout algorithm by an analysis stage which
detects predefined or arbitrarily specified subgraph
structures (motifs). These motifs in turn are used to
filter or aggregate the given network, which is particularly useful for search and analysis of interesting structures in large graphs. Our approach is fully
interactive and can be iteratively refined, supporting analysis of graph structures at multiple levels
of abstraction. Furthermore, our system supports
the analysis of data- or user-driven graph dynamics by showing the implications of graph changes
on the identified subgraph structures. The interactive facilities may be flexibly combined for gaining
deep insight into the network structures for a wide
range of analysis tasks. While we focus on directed,
weighted graphs, the proposed tools can be easily
extended to undirected and unweighted graphs. The
usefulness of our approach is demonstrated by application on a phone call data set [18].

e.g., in finance, biology, sociology, transportation,
etc. The proper understanding of global and local
network structures is an essential aspect in many
applications. This in turn may be supported by effective network visualization techniques and by the
analysis of a given graph for topologic properties
or the occurrence of certain substructures. Network
motifs are predefined graph patterns, which based
on their definition and domain semantics can capture important functional information of interest in
an analysis application. For example, in phone call
network analysis, the so called feedback motif identifies circular calling relationships among three people. Note that the choice of interesting motifs is
application, data and task dependent and may even
change throughout an analytic process. A set of selected graph motifs is presented in Figure 1.
In this paper, we present a motif-based graph visualization system focused on three main network
analysis scenarios:
1. Analysis of networks for occurrence of userdefined motifs in static graphs;
2. Analysis of network changes in dynamic
graphs and their impact on identified motifs;
3. Analysis of network structures on multiple levels of detail based on motif aggregation.
In the first case, it may be interesting to inves-
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Introduction

The analysis of large graphs plays an important role
in many important research and application areas,
VMV 2009

Figure 1: Selected graph motifs. a) Caro, b) Feedforward, c) Feedback, d) Double cross, e) In-Star,
f) Out-star and g) Reciprocity.
M. Magnor, B. Rosenhahn, H. Theisel (Editors)

tigate which structures, how often and where are
present in the network. For example, we can identify whether in the network and how often mutual
exchange of information takes place, or identify
persons who communicate with many people.
In the second case (data driven or user defined
graph changes), the analysis focuses on determination of significant changes in relations. In particular, the analysis of implications of data changes on
graph structures is relevant. For example, what happens when an important person leaves a network or
a new connection between two persons is created?
Do new communication structures (e.g. cycles) appear or do old ones disappear?
In the third case, in certain scenarios, analysis of
structures created between local relationships may
be of interest. For instance, to investigate whether
and what types of connections exist between cliques
of persons in a social network. Such type of analysis
can be interesting at multiple abstraction levels.
In related work, there exist several methods for
analysis and visualization of graph motifs and general graph visualization techniques. Graph drawing approaches often disregard graph substructures
and do not offer analysis possibilities. Motif-based
approaches are in general restricted to predefined
motifs, static graphs and do not scale up for large
graphs. Moreover, the use of motifs for graph aggregation is not broadly explored yet.
Our goal is to keep the analysis of motifs flexible and interactive, so that it can be easily adapted
to varying analytic tasks across application areas.
We combine effective state of the art graph visualization with interaction and graph analysis techniques. Our approach is based on the search and
the interactive visualization of graph motifs. As
various application areas or even analytical tasks
require searching for a specific, often a-priori unknown motif pattern, in addition to predefined motifs, interactively user-defined motifs can be considered as well. For the support of dynamic graphs,
in particular interactive “what-if-analysis”, the implications of graph changes on local structures are
analyzed and visualized. For the analysis of higher
level graph structures (and graph simplification), a
hierarchical motif-based graph aggregation is introduced. These features can be combined on demand
to address various tasks as they emerge in the analysis process.
The remainder of this paper is structured as fol-

lows: Section 2 introduces related work in the area
of graph analysis and interactive graph visualization
with focus on motifs. Section 3 defines graph motifs used in our work. Section 4 describes visual
analysis techniques of static graphs using motifs,
and details on the use of graph motifs for “what-ifanalysis” and graph aggregation. Section 5 shows
applications of our techniques on a phone call network from VAST 2008 challenge [18]. Section 6
concludes and outlines future research.

2 Related Work
The analysis of graph for motifs is applied mainly
in biology, as motifs often play an important role in
biologic reactions [17]. Several tools for the analysis of graphs using motifs exist in this area, some
also offering simple motif visualization. MAVisto
[16] offers a motif search function displaying motif frequencies also in comparison to randomized
networks. The distribution of a particular motif is
shown using a specified layout. FANMOD [19] allows fast detection of networks motifs and display
of found motif with their frequencies. Its functionality is similar to Mfinder with mDraw, and SNAVI
[14, 13]. These approaches, however, are computationally intensive, searching for all possible motifs,
and do not offer graph visualization, or restrict the
drawing to small graphs (<100 nodes) only.
Considering the use of graph motifs for graph
visualization, only few approaches exist, as most
graph drawing works focus on effective graph
layouts without specific focus on substructures.
Holleis et al. [8] introduce a graph layout based
on subgraphs. They construct the subgraph layout
first and then introduce connections between subgraphs. Also, a motif-preserving layout based on
force-direction was presented by Klukas [10]. They
show matches of a selected motif from all found
motifs in the main network view. Huang et al. [9]
present visualizations that highlight found motifs.
They concentrate on non-motif parts of the graph
by firstly simplifying a selected pre-defined graph
motif and then showing motifs on one layer, and
the non-motif edges and vertices on a second layer.
This creates a 3D view on the graph. The simplification is specific to a selected small set of motifs.
Alternative views provide motif disconnection using node duplication and motifs inside transparent
spheres.

The visualization of large graphs often uses
graph reduction techniques, e.g., graph filtering
[5, 12] or graph aggregation [2, 4, 11]. Aggregation approaches usually use a predefined graph hierarchy, not motifs. For laying out large undirected
graphs many approaches have been presented e.g.
[6, 1]. TopoLayout [3], being mostly related to our
work, uses the structural (topologic) information of
the graph in the layout algorithm.
In summary, several methods consider analysis
and visualization of graphs based on motifs. Motifbased visual approaches are restricted to predefined
motifs, static graphs and do not scale up for large
graphs. Leveraging free-defined motif analysis for
graph aggregation is to the best of our knowledge
unexplored yet.

3

Graph Motifs

The analysis of network structures often employs
examination of topologic properties of the graph
and search in the graph for certain substructures.
Motifs are interesting graph patterns as they often carry functional information for different graph
classes. In general, motifs occurring with higher
frequency than it would be expected for random
graphs are of interest. The set of relevant substructures is dependent on the task and application.
Nevertheless, there are several structures that are of
common interest to multiple scenarios.
We first identified a set of baseline motifs possibly relevant in a large number of applications (see
Figure 1). These motifs frequently occur in biological, social or financial networks and are supposed to
reveal important information on relationships in the
network. For example, reciprocity shows persons
calling each other. The presented motifs may not
cover all analysis tasks and therefore, in our work
these motifs can be interactively extended by user
defined structures on demand.
Motifs can be parametrized by posing constraints
on the values of edge or node attributes (e.g., edge
weight or node label). These parameters are used
for filtering of interesting motifs according to their
properties. For example, in a phone call network,
motifs in which persons call each other longer that
a certain threshold can be identified.
The algorithmic determination of motif frequencies for all possible motifs of a certain size is a
NP-hard problem [7]. In general exact search is

preferred [16, 19]. However in many approaches
heuristics are used in order to accelerate the analysis
[17, 20]. These heuristics however do not guarantee
finding of all motifs and usually are developed for
finding all motifs of a certain size. In our case, however finding of all motifs is relevant and concentration on one selected (pre- or user-defined) motif is
sufficient. Therefore, we generally follow approach
from [7] for finding motifs which uses exact search.

4 Visual Graph Analysis Using Motifs
This section details on our system for interactive visual analysis of graphs focused on motifs. We introduce three scenarios: 1) analysis of occurrence and
location of user-specified graph motifs, 2) analysis
of implications of graph changes (e.g., for “whatif-analysis” scenarios) and 3) analysis of network
structures on various abstraction levels by sequential motif-based graph aggregation.

4.1 Motif Visualization
The visual analysis of graph motifs usually employs
motif search and subsequent visualization of found
motifs. In our approach, we search for all occurrences of a specified motif either in the whole graph,
or in a local area around a focused node or edge.
The first case gives a general overview of motif
frequencies and distributions in the network (being
computationally more intensive) and the second one
allows for the analysis of structures in which a specific node or edge is involved (the latter being more
focused and less computationally intensive). The
motif type can be selected from a set of pre-defined
motifs or interactively specified using a visual graph
editor (see Figure 2 and 3). Furthermore, the set of
motifs that have been found can be filtered in order
to focus on structures obeying certain constraints
(see Figure 4).
Graph visualization uses node-link diagrams
and user-selected graph layout (from JUNG library [15]). The visualization of the detected graph
structures employs highlighting of the located motifs in a network. Our approach is layout independent and therefore flexible for application on various use cases. It shows the found motifs in the context of the whole graph or focuses on the found motifs only. In general, simple highlighting of these
graph motifs may lead to overloaded views owing

Figure 2: Search and visualization of various pre-defined motifs in a network. Left: Original graph. Center:
Caro motif highlighting im context. Right: Feed-forward motif without context with highlighting of a motif
included in a node.

Figure 3: Interactive motif definition (center) and visualization of found user-defined motif with labeled
names of persons (right). Original graph is shown on the left side.

Figure 4: Motif filtering example. Left: Original graph. Center: all occurrences of reciprocity motif. Right:
Occurrences of reciprocity motif for edge weights larger than a given threshold.

to high motif occurrence or motif overlap. This can
be addressed either by highlighting of a motif including a selected graph entity or motif filtering. In
the first case, a selection of a node or edge shows all
motifs that include the selected element. It can be
used for detailed analysis of particular entities in the
graph. In the second case, filtering of motifs using
attribute constraints can be employed. For example, motifs which include only edges with weight
larger than a certain threshold can be filtered (see
Figure 4).

4.2

Visual Analysis of Graph Changes

We also support motif-based visual analysis of
graph changes. Usually, when showing graph dynamics, changes in the graph compared to the previous graph are highlighted (e.g., new/changed edges
or nodes). This might be insufficient as for the analyst also the impact of those changes on graph structures can be of interest. For example, by adding an
edge, a new connection between two persons is created, which may lead to closing a calling chain (see
Figure 5). In these cases, motif analysis and visualization helps to discover indirect change effects.
After performing a graph change, the modified entities (e.g. new edges) can be locally searched for
occurrence of motifs for identification of structural
changes in the network.
Added edge

In-star motif

Double cross motif

Figure 6: Two examples node deletion implications.

The graph changes can be data or user driven. In
the data driven case, the graph changes are loaded
from a data source, in the other case, the user performs manual changes to the graph using a graphic
interface. In the graph, vertices and edges may
be deleted, added or modified (attribute values are
changed). In the following, we focus on user defined graph changes (used in “what-if-analysis”)
and the visual analysis of its impacts.
When manually applying graph changes, a
change in any particular node and edge deletion
may imply further needs for modifications to the
network (see Figure 6). In case of deleting a vertex,
for example, its adjacent edges need to be deleted
or redirected, and, possibly, attribute values of the
new/other edges may need to be altered. These
implications may not be trivial to solve automatically without loosing semantic information. In our
work, we use a semi-automatic change management. The computer identifies the need for indirect
changes and shows a proposal for the edge redirection, which can be accepted or altered by the user
(see Figure 7).

Out-star motif

Figure 5: Visual analysis of changes in local graph
structures after adding an edge.

Figure 7: Proposal for edge redirection after deleting a node.

Figure 8: Example of hierarchic motif-based graph aggregation.

4.3 Graph Aggregation Using Motifs
We present a new approach for the visual analysis
of large graphs based on graph aggregation. The
main advantage of this method is the merging of
local (functional) graph substructures. The aggregated graph then shows connections between local
structures of the original graph. The aggregation
may be done in a hierarchic way, revealing structures of structures. Choosing a sequence of graph
motifs, graph reductions may be created on demand
and on arbitrary level of abstraction. In the following, we introduce motif aggregation and then its visualization.
For motif-based graph aggregation, the graph is
first searched for occurrence of a selected motif and
then all nodes included in that motif are merged.
Each aggregated node thereby includes a particular
graph structure (see Figure 9).
In a simple case each found motif is aggregated
into a single merged node. However motifs may
overlap, i.e., one node or one edge is included in
several substructures. For aggregating overlapping
motifs, we can either duplicate the nodes in multiple motifs or aggregate multiple connected motifs
into one node. In this paper we employ the latter
technique.
10

Figure 10: Tracking of aggregation process showing graph size and type of aggregation.
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The aggregation process can be successively repeated on the already aggregated graph. A new
merged node thereby includes several simple and
possibly also already merged nodes. In this way, a
“node hierarchy” is created. The type of motif used
for aggregation can stay constant or can be changed
in each step on demand. In each iteration a more
simplified graph (a new aggregation layer) is created. This is especially useful for very large graphs,
as the multiple successive aggregation may reveal
“higher level“ structures in the original graph (see
Figure 8). It needs to be noted, that the order of motif types used for aggregation plays a significant role
in the structure of the output graph (see Figure 10).
Different orders may lead to different results.

Aggregated
Node
4

Figure 9: Reciprocity motif aggregation example.

In our system, the aggregated nodes/edges visually completely replace the original nodes and
edges. The advantage is that the aggregated graph
is simpler and therefore better readable. However,
it is not possible to see the original graph structure
in the aggregated one directly. For this purpose, we
offer the option to show icons in the node center to
indicate the motif type used for the aggregation (see
Figure 11) and a detailed view on the aggregation
hierarchy for a selected node (see Figure 12).

Figure 11: Example of motif-based graph aggregation. Left: Original graph. Center: Reciprocity motifs
selected for aggregation. Right: Aggregated graph with node icons indicating type of aggregation.

Figure 12: Aggregation hierarchy for a node.

5

Application

We demonstrate our approach using the data
set from one of the VAST 2008 contest minichallenges [18]. The data set contains data on a
phone call network (who calls whom, time and call
duration). Each node of the network represents a
person. An edge between two persons indicates
who calls whom and for how long during the day.
The data was provided for 10 days in June 2006.
In this paper, we look at the communication between people during the second day in the period.
The visualization of this network is shown in Figure 2 (left).
In general, the participants of the challenge examined the time-varying network in an undirected
case. They concentrated on finding differences in
the network over time and identification of important and similar persons in the network. In contrast to these approaches, we visually analyze the
weighted directed network with respect to the three
tasks: a) occurrence and location of network motifs,

b) two what-if-scenarios: analysis of implications
of emergence of a new connection between two persons and c) identification of network structures on
multiple abstraction levels.
(a.) Motif analysis: In phone call networks,
appropriately defined motifs show typical ways of
flow of information in the network. For example,
reciprocity motif shows mutual exchange of information, feedback motif shows circular flow among
three people, out-stars identify persons who communicate to many people and in-stars those who are
informed by many people. Interestingly, in accordance with the results provided in the challenge, we
also could in this way identify the important person
number 1 being center of an in-star motif (called by
23 persons). Similarly, nodes 0, 13 and 200 are centers of out-stars, each sending information to at least
5 other persons. The importance of nodes 0 and 1
was confirmed also by their membership the user
defined motif (see Figure 3). Moreover, filtering
of motifs can help identifying people calling each
other for a long time or many times. Figure 4 shows
identification of people calling each other and those
calling each other longer than 30 minutes during the
day. We see that only two couples are called back
on the same day and spend long time calling each
other (nodes 281 with 137 and 163 with 348). This
characteristic is interesting and was not identified
by the challenge participants.
(b.) What-if-scenario: The what-if-scenarios allow to analyze impacts of changes in the network on
its functions. It may be interesting what would happen if a person leaves a network (a node is deleted)
or a new connection between two people is created
(an edge is added to the network). For example
a new connection can create a caro motif, which

strengthens flow of information as it can be lead
from one person via two people to another person.
This case is presented in Figure 5.
(c.) Aggregation: Motif-based aggregation reveals higher-level structures in the network. In this
example, we merge those people that communicate
to each other (reciprocity motif). After merging
them we can see how the information flows between
such couples (see Figure 11). In this case, a new
reciprocity motif emerges. It shows that there is an
exchange of information between two of the original couples. Interestingly, other couples do not exchange information directly. Successively, we can
aggregate such nodes in order to see the main paths
of information in the network on a higher abstraction level. Figure 8 shows results of successive aggregation creating one important merged node in
the middle. The out- and inflow of information
spreads almost through the whole network (see Figure 13). This means that people inside this structure
are a median of information flow from top to bottom
and at the same time communicate to each other on
multiple levels.

6 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we explored how the use of graph motifs can contribute to the visual analysis of large
graphs. A novel system for the visual analysis of
graphs based on search and interactive visualization of graph substructures was proposed. It also
supports the analysis of graph changes (in particular useful for “what-if-analysis”) by showing the
implications of data-driven or user-defined graph
changes on local structures. Moreover, it offers
a new way of graph aggregation based on motifs,
which allows the analysis of graph structures and
their relations on multiple abstraction levels. In
this system, the predefined graph motifs can be
interactively extended by user proposed substructures, thereby offering the possibility to discover
and search for new patterns. Based on interactive
combinations of these functions, the visual analytics system supports a wide range of analytic tasks.
We have shown efficiency of the motif-based approaches for directed graphs, however, these techniques can be easily adopted on other graph types.
The system can be used in various applications
including social networks, references in document
collections, transportation networks. While this
system makes a first step toward interactive motifand change-based visual graph analysis, interesting
problems to be solved exist on the side of motifbased graph analysis, aggregation, and visualization. In particular we will address the computational complexity of identification of general motifs in graphs of arbitrary size, visualization and aggregation of overlapping motifs and visualization of
multi-level aggregated graph.
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